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KISS

Keep It Simple, Stupid

Write code as simple as possible. 
Always try to simplify the code using
different approaches like breaking a
complex logic into smaller chunks or taking
out some unnecessary code written.



YAGNI
You Aren’t Gonna Need It

This principle states not to implement
something until it is necessary. 
Don't try and solve a problem that
doesn't exist.



DRY
Don’t Repeat Yourself

Crucial for writing simple and easy-to-
modify code. 
This principle states that a piece of code
should be implemented in just one place
in the source code.



SoC

Separation of Concerns

This principle advises to partition complex
code into different sections or domains. 
Each section is independent of each other
and it becomes easier to maintain, update
& reuse the code.



SOLID
Combination of 5 Principles

The SOLID principle stands for five principles
which are Single responsibility, Open-closed,
Liskov substitution, Interface Segregation,
and Dependency inversion.
These principles are given by Robert C. Martin.



Avoid Premature
Optimization



Clean Code At All Costs

Leave your ego at the door and forget
about writing clever code. 
Don't write kind of code that looks more
like a riddle than a solution. 



Each unit should have only limited knowledge about other units: only
units “closely” related to the current unit.

Each unit should only talk to its friends; don’t talk to strangers.

Only talk to your immediate friends.

It divides the responsibility between classes or different units. This
principle helps in maintaining independent classes and makes your code
less coupled. It can be summarised in 3 points:

Law of Demeter
Also known as the "principle of least knowledge"



Pamela Zave
The above principles helps to write
code that can be maintained by
everyone in the TEAM.
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